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As Celebs Shill Crypto, SEC Aims To Be Ultimate
Influencer
By Hannah Albarazi

Law360 (October 4, 2022, 6:45 PM EDT) -- Kim Kardashian's $1.26 million run-in with the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission for touting the "crypto security" EthereumMax on Instagram
without disclosing that she was a paid promoter sends a blaring warning to influencers that crypto
promotion on social media is not immune from securities laws.
Legal experts who spoke to Law360 said they're not surprised the SEC brought an enforcement
action against the 41-year-old California billionaire for her failure to disclose the nature, source
and amount of compensation she received in exchange for promoting EthereumMax, or EMAX, in a
2018 social media post.
Carol Goforth, a professor at the University of Arkansas School of Law who focuses on the
regulation of crypto assets, told Law360 that the SEC "pretty consistently treats crypto assets as
being securities, and it is therefore not at all surprising that it is bringing this action."
The SEC "has long had rules that prohibit celebrities from touting securities without also disclosing
that they are being compensated for their recommendations," Goforth noted.
Kardashian — who is apprenticing to become a lawyer herself — agreed to pay a $1 million fine,
give back the $250,000 plus prejudgment interest she earned by touting EMAX, and not promote
any crypto assets for three years as part of her settlement, the SEC said in a cease-and-desist
order Monday that found she violated the anti-touting provision of the federal securities laws.
Kardashian's lawyer, Patrick Gibbs of Cooley LLP, said in a statement Monday that the agreement
reached with the SEC allows Kardashian to avoid a lengthy dispute and move forward with her
various business pursuits. Kardashian settled without admitting or denying wrongdoing.
Linda Goldstein, who co-leads the advertising, marketing and digital media team at
BakerHostetler, told Law360 in an interview Monday that the SEC appears to be using
Kardashian's case to send a strong message that it intends to vigorously enforce securities laws
requiring disclosure of paid endorsements of crypto tokens advertised as investment
opportunities.
Goldstein explained that by bringing this case against Kardashian, the SEC is reiterating and
reinforcing its position that it considers the crypto token EMAX, which was sold as investment
contracts, to be securities under the Securities Exchange Act.
Since celebrity endorsements of cryptocurrency has been "an integral part of the marketing of
these tokens," Goldstein said, a high-profile enforcement action such as this one puts other
celebrities and influencers on notice that securities laws require them to publicly disclose how
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much they are being paid to promote such securities.
Indeed, the SEC has been busy rooting out sham cryptocurrency companies that used celebrity
endorsements to boost their credibility and visibility.
Back in 2018, boxer Floyd Mayweather Jr. and musician DJ Khaled were the first people to ever
face enforcement actions for touting an initial coin offering. Without admitting or denying
wrongdoing, they settled with the regulator for failing to disclose that they were being paid to
promote the Centra Tech coin offering. Last year, a judge sentenced Centra Tech's founder to eight
years in prison for conning victims into investing more than $36 million into the company.
In 2020, actor Steven Seagal similarly reached an agreement with the SEC over claims that he
failed to tell social media followers that he was being paid to promote Bitcoiin2Gen's initial coin
offering. Seagal, who is known for starring in 1990s action films, neither denied nor admitted to
wrongdoing. The following year, the SEC filed a criminal complaint alleging Bitcoiin2Gen was a
"sham" and charging two would-be crypto promoters with fraud. Seagal was not criminally
charged.
EMAX is also facing allegations from its purchasers.
In January, purchasers of EMAX tokens hit Kardashian, Mayweather, basketball player Paul Pierce
and EMAX's creators with a putative class action claiming the defendants collaborated to
"misleadingly promote and sell" EMAX in a so-called pump-and-dump scheme designed to inflate
the price prior to selling to investors. That case remains pending in California.
Goldstein of BakerHostetler told Law360 she thinks the SEC is trying to protect investors, and that
with the Kardashian case it is sending this message: "We continue to believe that these are
securities as we've said many, many times, and if you're a celebrity and you fail to disclose that
you receive payments, we're going to come after you."
But Martin Auerbach, who leads the white collar and investigations practice at Withers, said there
remains confusion about which crypto tokens are securities.
"There has not been an independent judicial adjudication of whether all tokens are or are not
securities, and since different tokens have different attributes, that blanket position is a hard one
to immediately adopt as accurate and correct," Auerbach told Law360.
He said he thinks the SEC will likely use the Kardashian case to essentially create "a legal
precedent treating these tokens as a security."
Goldstein, however, doesn't see it that way.
"The fact that there was a settlement on that basis doesn't constitute a legal binding by a court
that these are in fact securities," Goldstein said.
She added that she thinks the battle over which tokens are securities is "a fight for the issuers,
not the celebrities."
Lee Reiners, policy director at the Duke Financial Economics Center who also teaches classes on
cryptocurrency as a lecturing fellow at Duke University School of Law, told Law360 on Monday
that Kardashian's anti-touting case may be less straightforward than the ones that preceded it.
"The Mayweather and DJ Khaled settlements were related to touting initial coin offerings. In those
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cases, it was pretty obvious those ICOs were securities," Reiners said.
The SEC applied the same legal standard, the Howey
test, to EMAX tokens to determine
Kardashian was illegally touting a security, he said. The Howey is named after a 1946 U.S.
Supreme Court case that laid out the definition of a security.
Gurbir S. Grewal, director of the SEC's enforcement division, reiterated the regulator's position in
a statement on Monday, saying that the federal securities laws are clear that anyone who
promotes a crypto asset security must disclose the nature, source and amount of compensation
they received in exchange for that promotion.
"Investors are entitled to know whether the publicity of a security is unbiased, and Ms. Kardashian
failed to disclose this information," Grewal said.
The Kardashian case is "absolutely" a warning from the SEC to the crypto industry and its
influencers, Reiners said. He said the SEC is trying to make it clear that it thinks EMAX tokens,
and for that matter most tokens, are securities.
"There aren't that many people more well-known than Kim Kardashian, so everyone will be aware
of this," Reiners said. "So, if you're a celebrity promoting cryptocurrency and not disclosing the
fact that you're being compensated and the amount of compensation, chances are you are
violating securities laws and the SEC has its sights set on you."
The SEC will keep bringing these enforcement actions against crypto influencers who fail to
disclose their financial ties to the tokens they are shilling, legal experts told Law360.
John Reed Stark, a senior lecturing fellow at Duke University School of Law and a former SEC
enforcement official, told Law360 that these "cases are like shooting fish in a barrel — so expect
the SEC to continue especially its prosecutions of fraudulent crypto promotions like the one
shamelessly perpetrated by Kim Kardashian, exploiting her fans in plain view and without
hesitation."
"Celebrities touting any Web3 digital asset or service should be concerned," Stark said, using the
catchall phrase for the next iteration of the internet.
He added that he thinks the SEC should go a step further — celebrities shilling non-fungible
tokens, or NFTs, crypto trading platforms and other "dangerous Web3 variants" are material
threats to investors that the SEC should go after with its "anti-touting statutory weapon," he said.
Kardashian is represented by Patrick Gibbs of Cooley LLP.
The SEC is represented by Jon Daniels, Alison Levine, Pamela Sawhney, Kerri Palen, Lisa Knoop,
Victor Suthammanont, Mark Sylvester and Carolyn Welshhans.
The case is In the Matter of Kimberly Kardashian, proceeding number 3-21197, before the SEC.
--Additional reporting by Pete Brush. Editing by Alanna Weissman and Jay Jackson Jr.
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